Late recurrent iris synechia following laser goniopuncture for deep sclerectomy enhancement: case report
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ABSTRACT
We report a case of recurrent iris synechiae one year after Nd:YAG laser goniopuncture for deep sclerectomy enhancement in the only functional eye of a patient with end-stage glaucoma. The possible pathophysiology of this uncommon complication and laser treatment aspects are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Laser goniopuncture is a useful alternative to increase filtration and enhance the results of deep sclerectomy (DS) when the intraocular pressure rises due to increased resistance on the Trabecular-Descemet membrane (TDM) and it is considered an efficient and safe procedure(1). However, besides considered a low risk procedure, there are some potential complications that can impact the visual function of glaucomatous eyes. We report an unusual and recurrent complication one year after this procedure.

CASE REPORT
A 60-year-old pseudophakic Asian female presented with end-stage primary open-angle glaucoma in her right eye and low vision in her left eye as sequelae of an old retinal detachment. The best corrected visual acuity was 20/40 in the right eye and light perception in the left eye. Her visual field and optic disc aspects are shown on figure 1. She underwent deep sclerectomy (DS) with mitomycin C in the right eye due to a persistent elevation in intraocular pressure (IOP) with maximum tolerated medications.

The procedure was uneventful. The external trabecular membrane was gently removed, the aqueous humor smoothly drained, and the conjunctiva was closed. On the first postoperative day, IOP was 2 mmHg, a large and diffuse bleb was noted with no signs of inflammation or leakage. On the 30th postoperative day, IOP increased to 8 mmHg and remained so for the next four months.

On the 5th postoperative month, the filtering bleb was slightly lower and IOP rose to 19 mmHg. UBM findings showed a hyper-reflectivity and increased thickness of the TDM (Figure 2), due to pigment deposition at the filtration site. Nd:YAG goniopuncture using free-running Q-switched mode with energy of 2.2 mJ was performed at TDM, until filtration was noted. IOP went down to 7 mmHg immediately after the procedure and then decreased further to 2 mmHg with the formation of a large and healthy filtering bleb. By the second month, IOP rose again to 8 mmHg. The patient was followed every other month for IOP control, which ranged from 6 to 8 mmHg for about a year, with the presence of a diffuse and healthy filtering bleb. She also underwent argon laser retinal photocoagulation for a peripheral hole, and no signs of ocular hypotony or iris synechia on gonioscopy were noted during that period of time.

One year after goniopuncture, she presented with an acute glaucomatous crisis with severe ocular pain, nausea and vomiting for 2 days, after taking citalopram for treatment of depression. IOP was 45 mmHg and gonioscopy revealed iris synechia and total obstruction of the filtration site. She was urgently prescribed intravenous mannitol, acetazolamide 500 mg, a fixed combination of timolol and pilocarpine 2.5 mg and was admitted to the hospital for observation and control of IOP.
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and dorzolamide, 2% pilocarpine and latanoprost. IOP dropped to 18 mmHg and Nd:YAG laser synechiolysis was performed to open the filtration site. A further drop in IOP to 6 mmHg occurred with the formation of a large filtering bleb. On the next day, there was an additional drop in IOP to 2 mmHg, and after 2 weeks the IOP returned to the prior level of 8 mmHg.

In the following month, she went to a retina specialist and had her pupil dilated. After 2 days, she presented with another acute glaucomatous crisis with IOP levels returning to 45 mmHg. There was a total obstruction of the filtration site by peripheral iris. She was prescribed the same treatment regimen used for the first crisis and laser synechiolysis was repeated. Argon laser gonioplasty and Nd:YAG laser iridotomy were also performed to prevent a recurrent glaucomatous crisis. She underwent careful gonioscopy in the following days and weeks for the early diagnosis and treatment of possible recurrences. By day 3, the iris started to bulge at the surgery site again. Once again, synechiolysis and a more extensive gonioplasty were successfully performed (Figure 3). The IOP in the affected eye ranged from 8 to 9 mmHg for the next 6 months. The final appearance of the anterior segment and filtering bleb is shown in figure 4. Although an excellent aqueous humor flow through the fistula was restored, maintaining a healthy filtering bleb, the patient lost 2 lines of visual acuity and had further restriction of the visual field, already seriously compromised.

DISCUSSION

Laser goniopuncture is a useful alternative to increase filtration when a high resistance to aqueous humor outflow on the TDM is found. It is considered an efficient and safe procedure(1). Mermoud followed 41 patients for 2 years after laser goniopuncture and did not notice any case of iris synechia or iris prolapse(2). Vuori first reported serious complications including synechia formation after goniopuncture in 10% of the patients who underwent the procedure(2). More recently, authors studied retrospectively 173 patients who had undergone laser goniopuncture and reported some complications after the procedure including 13.2% incidence of iris synechia in a total of 23 patients, but with a low incidence of late acute IOP rise (3 patients - 1.7%) (3). There have been very few reports of synechia formation after laser goniopuncture (4,5). However, once a hole is created on the TDM, this non-penetrating surgery becomes a penetrating filtering surgery with, unlike the trabeculectomy, the absence of a desired iridectomy, a procedure that could avoid iris prolapse and synechia formation. In such situations, these eyes are prone to acute glaucomatous crisis and all its consequences.

There is no formal advice in the literature examined to perform gonioplasty to flatten and lessen the thickness of the iris, and thereby avoid residual iris movements that could obstruct the surgery site. The Nd:YAG iridotomy necessary for that purpose should be more extensive than regularly performed, and a surgical approach would be more invasive and should be avoided when the filtering bleb shows no signs of fibrosis or failure.

We hypothesize that the smaller and more anterior goniopunctures could prevent severe hypotony. Hypotony itself following goniopuncture could also be a risk factor for that complication, since it can affect the humor aqueous dynamics, and in association with individual factors, such as iris lack of tonicity, or external factors, such as pupil dilation, it could favor unexpected
iris bulging, iris synechia or iris prolapse followed by acute IOP rise, as in our case.

As far as we can tell, it is very appropriate to complement the gonipuncture with an extensive argon laser gonioplasty, especially in high risk cases as ours (severe glaucoma, only functional eye), since iris prolapse and synechia following the procedure, although uncommon, are potentially sight threatening conditions. After gonipuncture and even in wide angles, the pupil dilation should be followed by a careful gonioscopy to study how the iris behaves in such situations, and if necessary, complementary pilocarpine drops or laser procedures should be performed to avoid glaucomatous crisis. These additional procedures should be evaluated further in future studies.
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